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1, 

This. invention relates. to, .the .: art"; o’tiapplying. 
commercial hair to the human head at‘oqsupplee 
ment live .hair‘thereon. .. 

The‘ inventionis . emb‘odiediiino a method: ::and; 
apparatus by .which:commercialhuman‘hair ‘can; 
be. securely. attached. :tothe .live; hair 50].’). theih'ead 
and the ‘means oiattach'ment; and; theggzoneiof .fat-i 
tachmenh; rendered “ invisible; The; commercial. 
hair is permanently attached bystheapra'cticeof. 
the invention and can be cleaned, .wayed; <etc=.,..~on 
the..:head, the. same .asvii it'were-ilive hair; 'butifi 
for ~. anyv reason :it .should .become.;.desirable,..the? 
commercial hair can‘be .detach'edand: removed; 

Heretoiore, commercial :hair vlriassbeen. made @up. 
into ‘ accessories. going. .iby'. various. 1. namesjn the. 
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art, such for. exampleess.“transformations? or:vv 
“switches,” comprising a :group or 'quantityzofithe 
commercial. hairs‘. fastenedftogether:at'z'one. rend, 
andmounted ‘on the :headhy hair pins,: bobbyzpins; 
or likesdevices, . 

Suchaccessoriesare objectionablebecause-they 
cannot. be mounted! on ‘the head rsecmvelyL, :and may » 
become _ displaced or :even. come toff. in ".use; and‘ 
to. properly‘ mount ‘themon the head;.tifi.tlie3o1arei 
to. appear aspart‘ of the:1ive.hair, requires each‘ 
time,.the work‘ of: anrexpertihair dresser‘. Also? 
while such accessories maybe used in general'ito. 
give. the ‘appearance.-'of;additionalghairz ngithe ' 
head,ttthey are notadapted'fforyusezto .cov :small 
isolated Lbaldx spots. scars; :andt.-:the._:like;..wherera 
small ‘accessory would lbeiica'lledsfor .fbecause. ofz‘the. 
dif?cultyv'o'f attachingza smallzaccessory sotithatitsj 
arti?cialitywillnot‘be:apparent.-. 

It is the primary object-‘10f; the\.'inventioniz;to. 
provide .a method: by which commercializhuman 
hair. can. .‘be. joined: or..';atta'chedr' to.=.:~live..;hair» on 
the humancheadgpermanently, ‘and .the. juncture 
rendered invisible: ./ 
Another obj ectdsi to aprovidea Iweaving..method 

by which the f oregoingobjectima‘y befattainedn 
Another iob-jre'ctiisl tomprovide an app'aratussfon 

facilitating-v the-practice of r‘theemethod. aforee. 
said. ' 

With- these. obj ects z'inifsview; land‘ othenlobjiects 
which .will T000111‘.- to sthose'iskill‘edring the zartsgthe 
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method .part /of the invention vanciLthe end results. > _ 
theneoimay-zb'e: describedirgenerally; :as follows:-. 
A line-bf.- directioneis. selected on the :lieadialon'g. 

which the. commercial. 'hairris to; be attached-5.. ' It 
may. be :a straight dine,- ;or. a. converély’curvedline; 50' 
and'pianydength; according ;to;the contou'r'of. the I 
head zat.:the_-=lo'cality offthe :line; and-iaccording to. 
the. purpose». of; 'tlietwcommercial 1 -hair,:; > that :is; 
whetherxit?; isciprimarily toggivetthe;live;hair.-the 
appearancemtgreater.llengthrand thioknessgzor is: 
to .cover: a bald-'onthinspot or. a‘ scar,v etc: 
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2 
Tlre;live.hairzisi?iparted? along thiSiGhOSGI‘lIlillE. 

ofzlidinection andt ear-hair on nneside of the. ‘.‘part-. 
ingi’jlineris:.combedsback;and.held outmofthe way 
ofithexweavi-ng process to.be.~;perf0rmed,.andjheld 

_- in'zreserve.;until.the.weaving_has been completed. 
mnumbiersot?ne cords or. threads, for. example. 

three-sane securely (anchored to. thexheadinz. par-t 
allel, on said chosen line of direction, ?rst.'at;..one 
encLo£-;the.line,_:and. then progressively along.the 
linetand ?nallyat the:~.o.ther end, byiinterweaving 
therewithzselected . strands of. the. ..live 1 hair. ad 
iac‘ent to: theiother;side;of..the..parting,linein a 
manner to; draw. :»tlIe_;c0r.dS themselves tightly. :to 
gether "andltorsecurely :holdfthe ‘cords against-the 
head and to hold the strandsg?rmlyinterwoven 
with-1:andgzgrippedgbyithe .cordsz; Concurrently 
with athiszoperation; strands of: commercial .Ihair 
2x61123350. imilarlyrinterwoven with the.;cords;.-and 
tightly; gripped-.zthenebmand ."further. drawing .-...the 
cordssztogethen; "thezweavin'gs ofgstrandsj of room 
merciallhair'alternating withthe aforesaid-weav 
ing of strands of live hair, successively, :alLalong 
the..i=leng.th:.;of ithBzlCOI‘dS .:.on the"; line .of. direction. 

Tliezrgroup: .of rcords. gconsidered ; as :a ;;base .ele 
merits-31's? mush-permanently. mounted .on, and .se-' 
cured ccloseeitol'.theahead; by=interwoven .liveihair,‘ 
andicommercialihfair;is interwoven ltherewith>,i.th'e 
commercial hairlianid; thehlivetihair'ithusbeing-in; 
effect-interwoven: 'wiithneach other throughLthe 
intermediate agencyéofltheicord- base; 
After the‘ > process. vhas been completed-1 as ‘de- ' 

scribed; thelaforesaidx reserve hair. is :brushed Jory 
combed hacklfrom'i-its reserve position-so asto lie 
over and completely conceal the cord base and the 
parts; ofi'itlie-~ strands. interwoven therewith, ‘the 
commercial Ihair \appearingllas if lit were live hair 
withiitsroots under the reserve-hair. 

V-AYsLIa-imodi?cation-rofel the process vand end re 
sult, the’ aforesaid *cord» base» may be- securely 
mounted on the‘ headhy the-interwoven live-hair 
strands “as-described;- but' without alternately 
weaving strands oficommercial hair therewith; 
and the commercial hair may be made up in'the 
fornrofialseparate.laccessory, such ‘as is sometimes 
referredftoin this. ar'tlas. a. “switch,” “chi'gnon” 
e'tcl, andaite'r .thebase. on "the head has been com-1 
pléted, the accessory-is . sewed ior. stitched to. the 
baselto permanently, mount it thereon. 
While ‘the inventionris {in ‘the (foregoing gener 

ally vdescribed, the actual 'invention is that. set 
forth ;in=;the-i appended , claims. hereof. 
Theiinvention ‘is dullyxdisclosed inxthe follow 

ings-‘descriptionxtaken- :in connection with ‘the . ac 
companying drawingin which: - 

El‘zis. amelevational' view‘ of :a ‘standard and 
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cords attached thereto which may be used in the 
practice of the process of the invention; 

Figs. 2 and 3 are views illustrating steps of the 
process; 

Fig. 4 is a diagrammatic view illustrating steps 
of weaving that may be used in the process; 

Fig. 5 is a view illustrating other steps of the 
process; ‘ 

Fig. 6 is a view illustrating results of the proc 
ess; 

Figs. '7 and 8 are views similar to Fig. 4 illus 
trating modi?cation steps of the process ; _ 

Figs. 9, i0 and 11 are views similar to Fig. 6 
illustrating a modification of the process. } 7 

Referring to the drawing, in Fig. 1 is illustrated 
at i an upright standard or post, preferablytubu 
lar, comprising an upper section 2 telescoped into 
a lower section 3 and slidably adjustable therein, 
and ?xed at different adjustments by a thumb 
screw, or the like 4, in a well known manner. 
The lower section 3 has an enlarged supporting 
base 5, to give upright stability‘ to the standard, 
and the base is preferably smooth enough on the 
bottom to be easily slid on the floor of a beauty 
shop where it is to be used to adjust its posi 
tion from time to time for a purpose that will 
appear. ‘ 

The upper section 2 is provided with means to 
which cords may be attached, and this may be 
any convenient form of device, such for example, 
as headed screws, spools or pins 6-6 on which 
cords, such as the cords A, B and C may be tied, 
or wound, or over which loops at the ends of the 
cords may be looped. 
As will appear later, the invention may be prac 

ticed with one cord, or with several cords, say 
three or four, and‘ as a generalized case, three 
cords A, B and C have been shown. The devices 
6-6 are placed so as to space the cords apart ‘on 
the standard a suitable distance, such for ex 
ample, as 3 inches. 
The cords A, B and C attached to the standard 

I as referred to, are held horizontally and all 
pulled equally tight and then knotted together 
at their free ends as at ‘i Fig. 1; and it may 
facilitate later operations to leave free ends of 
the cords beyond the knot, as at 8. v 
The cords are of considerable length so that 

their converging end portions will be close to 
gether, a suitable length being 3 feet between the 
standard I and knot ‘l, the cords being illustrated 
with a middle part broken away to shorten the 
?gure. I , ~ 

It is desirable to maintain approximately equal 
tension in the cords A, B and C as the weaving 
process to be described is performed on thehead 
of the customer, and to this end the standard can 
be adjusted as described to correspond to the 
height of the customer’s head from the floor, to 
keep the middle cord, horizontal, from its at 
tachment point on the standard to the customer’s 
head. . , 

The actual tension maintained in the cords 
during the process will be referred to later. 
In the following description, an illustrative case 

has been chosen in which the advantages of the’ 
invention are most completely developed, namely, 
that of a customer at a beauty shop who wants 
the hair hanging from the back of the headin 
creased in length or in length and thickness. 
The operator first combs the customer’s hair 

as indicated in Fig. 2‘ to part it as at 9 along a 
chosen line of operation, the parting line in this 
case starting at a: point above the ear and at 
about the temple on the left side, and going all 
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around the back of the head to a like point on 
the right side; the hair as indicated at [0 being 
swept up and held above the part in any suitable 
manner to keep it there in reserve and out of 
the way of the weaving operation to follow. 
The hair at the lower side of the part depends 

therefrom as at [4. 
' The customer is seated in a chair as shown in 
Fig. 3 and the operator adjusts the standard 
section 2 up or down as described so that the 
cords A, B and C will be about on a level with 
the parting line 9; and then with her left hand 
she lays the knot ‘l on the head at the left end 
of the parting line or at the left temple. If at 
this time the cords A, B and C are slack or are 
too tight, the base 5 of the standard is shifted on 
the floor, until the cords have just enough ten 
sion in them not to sag or be slack. 
Holding the knot T against the head may be 

facilitated by grasping the free ends 8 of the cords 
beyond the knot. 
The cords A, B and C are also adjusted by shift 

ing the base 5 so as to lie about tangent to the 
convexity of the head at the temple. 
The operator, standing behind the chair H, 

and holding the cords A, B and C in said position 
by her left hand, proceeds to weave with her right 
hand as follows. 
A strand MA of live hair is separated from the 

hair at the lower side of the parting line and 
close to the knot 1 and consisting of say, 30 or 40 
hairs; and is interwoven with the cords A, B 
and C. A variety of successive weaving move 
ments or weaving programs may be followed, but 
as an illustrative example, that indicated di 
agrammatically in Fig. 4 is preferred. 
The strand MA beginning at l5 where it in 

dicates the roots of the strand is first put behind 
“ or under the cord A; then between the cords A 

40 and B and upwardly over cord B; then between 
the cords B and C and under cord C; then down 
and over cord C; then under cords B and A; then 
up and over cord A; then under cords B and C; 

> then down and over cords C and B; and then 
45 

50 

under cord A; the remainder of the strand MA 
‘being held in the hand. 

With the cords held toward the head, the strand 
MA is then pulled tight through the cords and 
concurrently pushed toward the left against the 
knot '1'. As the result, the cords are drawn to 
gether by the strand and ?rmly grip the strand 
therebetween; and the cords are pulled inwardly 
into contact with the scalp. 
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This ?rst strand MA of live hair which may 
be considered as a cord-anchoring strand, thus 
securelyattaches or anchors the cords to the 
live hair and securely attaches the cords to the 
head. The operations, as described, cause the 
cords and strand to be permanently interlocked 
or interwoven together, and cause the cords ad 
jacent to the knot to be held against the head. 
A strand I ‘IA of commercial hair is then selected 

consisting of 30 to 40 hairs, and is interwoven 
r. withthe cords at the right side of the anchoring 
strand MA preferably by the same weaving pro 
gram as above described for the anchoring 
strand IAA; and after interweaving it with the 
cords, it is pulled tight therewith, and pushed 

' toward the left and against the anchoring strand 
70 MA,‘ with the result that it is securely gripped 

by and vpermanently attached to the cords and 
the cords permanently bound against the head. 

. The commercial strand HA may be interwoven 
-. as described at a portion thereof near one end; 

75 or at a portion in its middle between the ends, 



masses; 
5 

inaccordance with the wish of the customer to, 
have merely an increased length of hainor both 
increased length and thickness. 
Anotherv strand of; live hair similar to the 

anchoring strand l 4A is then in a similar manner 
interwoven and gripped by the cords and pushed 
over against the said ?rst commercial hair strand 
HA and it attaches the cords to the head ata 
correspondingsucceeding point; and this is fol 
lowed by another strand of commercialv hair as 
described; and so on. 
This process is continued all along the selected 

parting-line 9; live hairstrandsealternating with 
commercial hair strands; and the cord base pro 
videdeby the cords A, B and‘ C, is thereby securely 
and permanently attached to the head by the 
live hair strands at closely spaced pointsthere 
along, with the commercial hair, closely-inter 
mingled therewith, securely attachedto the cords 
and depending therefrom, all along the length 
of the line. 
In this particular illustrative example, the 

contour of the head at the line of operation is 
rearwardly rounded or convex; and for best re 
sults it is desirable to keep the cords always close 
to or tangent to the convexity of the head as 
the process proceeds; and this may readily be 
done by shifting the base 5 of the standard along 
the?oor from time to time, as will be under 
stood, Also at any stage of the process, the base 
5 of the standard may be shifted to adjust the 
tension of the cords, the preferred amount of 
tension being just enough to take up slack in 
the cords, so as to permit them to be readily 
separated at the point of weaving to facilitate 
inserting the strands therebetween in the weav 
ing operation, and to_ avoid discomfort to the 
customer by pulling too much on the strands 
of live hair. 
When the weaving operation has been ‘con 

tinued around the head to the end of the chosen 
line, a ?nishing-off operation is performed in 
cluding making a terminal knot in the cords to 
tie them ‘together. This is preferably done as 
follows with reference to Fig. 5. 
The last strand to be woven is one of live hair 

at MB and as aforesaid, it ties the cords to the 
head as well as to each other, and it becomes 
thelanchoring strand at the ?nished end. 
One of the cords,_say the cord A, is cut at a 

convenient length from the head, to provide a 
free end portion I9 and it is interwoven with 
the other two cords in the form of a loose slip 
knot as at 20. The slip knot is then closed up 
by pulling on the free end portion I9 and con 
currently moved along the cords B and C toward 
the head and is ?nally drawn tight with respect 
to the cords B and C and against the cord 
anchoring strand MB. 
This is repeated with the free end portion [9 

until a number of slip knots, say three, have 
been made, one tightly against the other, which 
permanently secures all of the cords together in 
a, tight terminal knot 2| against the end anchor 
ing strand MB Without’ liability that the knot 
will become undone. 

Fig. 5 indicates that terminal knot at 2| after 
two of the slip knots have been drawn tight, and 
at 20 illustrates another slip knot in the process 
of being made. 
The free ends of the cords outwardly of the 

terminal knot 2i, and the aforesaid free ends 8 
outwardly of the beginning knot 1, Fig. 3, are now 
out off close to the knots and the weaving job 
iS:?I;1_i§h¢d-. 
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The live reserve hair [0 above the line of 
operating is now combed down over the. inter 
woven cordsand strands and merges with the 
commercial hair, andv covers and conceals the 
cord base and the interwoven portions of the 
strands. ' 

In Fig. 6 is illustrated, somewhat diagram 
matically, the ?nished operation. At 9 is the 
parting line; with the reserve hair l0 swept up 
out of the way. The, cord base is indicated in 
dotted line at 22 ‘substantially concealed by the 
alternating strands of the live hair 14 andcom 
mercial hair, I‘! interwoven therewith andginter 
mingled together; the beginning and terminal 
knots being indicated at l and 2!. As will be ap 
parent, when the reserve live hair I9 is combed 
back down it will overlap and cover and com 
pletely conceal the operation, including the base 
22 and the knots 1 and ill. , 
To insure that the combed back reserve live 

hair I!) will su?iciently overlap the knots 1 and 
2 I, and conceal them and the weavingoperation, 
the knots may be located and the weaving opera 
tion begun at a point inwardly of the ends of 
the part 9 as shown, for example at the point 
38 in Fig. 2. 

It is believed that it will be clear from the fore-'. 
going how the process can be practiced on any 
part of the head and on the heads of either men 
or women. As an extreme example, relatively 
short commercial hair can be applied to cover a 
bald or thinning spot, or a scar, etc., on a short 
chosen rectilinear or curved line on a man’sor 
woman’s head; and wherever there is enough 
live hair to be parted and combed up and again, 
combed back over the woven juncture of live and 
commercial, hair, the whole operation will be 
invisible. 
The invention is not limited to the use of 

three cords. More may be used; or in some cases, 
two or only one. A plurality of more than one 
is preferred because a tight gripbetween the 
strands and the cords is more readily e?ected. 
In the case of only two cords,,the interweaving 

program of the strand with the cords may be 
varied as stated above for three cords. An illus 
trative example of such a program is shown in 
Fig. 7 for the two cords C and D. The strand 
of live hair 25, the roots of which are indicated 
at 26, is ?rst put behind or under the cord C; 
then forwardly between the cords and upwardly 
over the cord D; then down under the cord D; 
then between the cords and over the cord, C, then 
up under the cord C, and up over the cord D, then 7 
down under the cord D, and over the cord C. 
The successive alternating commercial and live 
strands are similarly interwoven with the cords 
as described for three cords. 

It has been found that a single cord will su?ice 
if care ‘is given to the weaving operation, and 
particularly for ?ne hair; and the invention 
comprehends in its scope, a single cord. _, In the 
case of a single cord, the weaving program may 
be varied, but in Fig. 8 is illustrated an example 
for a cord E. 
The strand of live hair 2?, the roots of which 

are indicated at 28, is brought over the cord as 
at 29, and then behind the cord as at 39 with a 
circular movement toward the left; then-with a 
circular movement toward the right, is brought 
over the cord as at 3!, with the strand at 29 
in a dotted line; and by drawing on the strand 
and sliding it towardthe right on the cord, is, 
made tight on the cord. Then with a circular 
movement toward the left, the strand is again, 
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brought under the cord as at 32 and by drawing 
over the cord as at 33, and sliding it toward the 
left on the cord, is made tight on the cord. 
In the aforesaid modi?cation of the process in 

which a cord base is formed and secured to the 
head for attachment thereto of a separately made 
accessory, the weaving process is the same as 
that described above for a succession of alternat 
ing vstrands of live hair and commercial hair, 
except that in this case, the strands of commer 
cial hair are omitted, and a succession of strands 
of live hair only are interwoven with the cords 
(or cord). The cords are thus permanently se 
cured close to the head at successive points there 
along with live hair depending therefrom, and 
constitutes a permanent attachment base on the 
head. 
The accessory may be made in a well known 

manner and be of the type having strands of 
commercial hair ‘secured at their end portions or 
at their middle portions to a common support or 
base, interwoven therewith. 
The accessory is mounted permanently on the 

said permanent attachment base preferably by 
sewing or stitching its own base tightly and 
permanently thereto with a needle and thread. 
Means other than the stitching may be utilized 
as will occure to those skilled in the art. 

Figs. 9, 10 and 11 illustrate this process some 
what diagrammatically. The cord base is shown 
in dotted line at 34 in Fig. 9, attached to the 
head and substantially concealed by the succes~ 
sive strands of live hair 14 interwoven therewith; 
ready to have the accessory or the like, attached 
to it. 

Fig. 10 illustrates an accessory or the like com 
prising commercial hair 35, interwoven or other 
wise secured at one end to a base indicated at 3%. 

Fig. 11 illustrates the accessory of Fig. 10 super 
imposed upon the cord base and live hair [4 of 
Fig. 9, some of the live hair is being indicated in 
dotted lines thereunder; and with the accessory 
at its base 36, sewed to the underlying cord base, 
by stitches indicated at 3'1. 
The aforesaid reserve live hair at H! when 

combed back down, conceals the juncture of the 
accessory with the live hair and base, as will be 
understood. 
The cords or cord material as described in the 

foregoing is preferably a ?ne strong thread-like 
cotton cord, impregnated or coated with suitable 
wax; but other materials such as are used to 
make sewing thread, may be used; and in some 
cases, ?ne metal wire may be preferred. 
While it is preferred to utilize knots such as 

those indicated at ‘l and 2 I, at the beginning end 
and terminal end of the interwoven part of the 
cords, other means may be utilized, such for ex 
ample, as a quick setting plastic adhesive. 
In some cases, particularly when the live hair 

is coarse, the operation of weaving the ?rst or cord 
anchoring strand of live hair with the cords may 
to advantage be done by a special weaving opera 
tion as follows. 
The several cords, for example the cords A, B 

and C, are held in a group close together as if 
they were a single cord, and a strand of live 
hair is woven therewith by the program described 
for a single cord and illustrated in Fig. 8. By 
considering the cord E of Fig. 8 as the said group 
of cords, Fig. 8 illustrates the weaving of this 
special anchoring strand and it is thought un 
necessary to further illustrate or describe it. 
In the drawing, the hair has of necessity been 

illustrated diagrammatically in some respects. 
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For example, the strands l4-—l4 of live hair, and 
|'|-l l of commercial hair, consisting each as de 
scribed of a number of hairs, are, in actuality, 
not much if any wider or thicker than a draw 
ing line, and could not be drawn to show that 
they consisted of a number of hairs. 

It will therefore be understood that these 
strands are greatly magni?ed in width for illus 
trative purposes. Also, While the live hair strands 
and the commercial hair strands have been illus 
trated as individual strands side by side, that also 
is for diagrammatic illustrative purposes; and 
the strands l4 and I‘! and the hair comprising 
them, as viewed in Figs. 5 and 6 for example, 
would in actual practice appear all intermingled 
and as a substantial transversely continuous mass 
of hair. 
The invention is not limited to the exact proc 

ess illustrated and described, nor to the exact 
programs of weaving of Figs. 4, 7 and 8; since the 
same may be variously modi?ed without sacri?c 
ing the advantages of the invention; and the 
invention is comprehensive of all changes and 
modi?cations which come within the scope of 
the appended, claims. 
The terms “permanent” and “permanently” 

in some of the claims, characterizing, the junc 
ture, and the process of making it, are to ‘be 
read with the meaning that the juncture is not 
taken apart and put together again in ordinary 
use and not with the meaning of perpetual 
duration. 

I claim: 
1. The process of joining commercial hair to 

live hair on the human head which includes: 
connecting successive strands of live hair and 
successive strands of commercial hair to a linear 
ly elongated attachment base of cord-like mate 
rial at closely spaced points therealong. 

2. The process of joining commercial hair 
permanently to live hair on the human head 
which includes: interweaving strands of live 
hair and strands of commercial hair, with cord 
like material to permanently join the strands 
thereto. 

3. The process of joining commercial hair per 
manently to live hair on the human head which 
includes: interweaving strands of live hair with 
cord-like material to permanently secure the 
cord-like material as a base on the head; and 
attaching a switch or like accessory of commer 
cial hair to the base, by thread. 

ll. The process of joining commercial hair to 
live hair on the human head which includes: 
mounting on the head a base of attachment for 
the commercial hair, by disposing elongated 
cord material linearly on the head and close 
thereto, and by weaving strands of the live hair 
with the cord material successively at spaced 
points along the cord material linearly, to cause 
the cord material to be secured close to the head 
by the strands, and weaving strands of commer 
cial hair with the cord material. 

5. The process of joining commercial hair to 
live hair on the human head which includes: 
mounting on the head a base of attachment for 
the commercial hair, by disposing elongated cord 
material linearly on the head and close thereto, 
and by weaving strands of the live hair with the 
cord material successively at spaced points along 
the cord material linearly, to cause the cord 
material to be secured close to the head 'by the 
strands; and attaching commercial hair to the 
base of attachment. 

6. The process of joining commercial hair to 
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live hair on ‘the‘human head which includes: 
‘mounting on the head a base of attachment for 
the commercial hair, by disposing elongated cord 
material linearly on- the'headand close thereto, 
and by weaving strands of the live hairwith the 
cord material successively at'spaced points along ’ 
the cord material linearly, to cause the cord mate 
rial to be secured close to the head by the strands; 
and attaching a'switch or the like of commercial 
hair to the base of attachment by sewing it 
thereto. 1 . _ 

'7. The process of joiningcommercial hair to 
live'hair on the human head, which includes: 
disposing elongated cord material linearly on the 
head and close thereto; weaving strands of com 
mercial hair with the cord material successively 
at spaced points along the material linearly, to 
cause the commercial hair strands and cord ma 
terial to be securely connected together; and 
weaving strands of live hair with the cord mate 
rial successively at spaced points along the cord 
material linearly, to cause the live hair strands 
and cord material to be securely connected to 
gether and to cause the cord material to be se 
cured to the head by the live hair strands. 

8. The process of joining commercial hair to 
live hair on the human head, which includes: 
disposing elongated cord material linearly'on the 
head and close thereto; weaving strands of com 
mercial hair with the cord material successively 
at spaced points along the material linearly, to 
cause the commercial hair strands and cord ma 
terial to be securely connected together; and 
weaving strands of live hair with the cord mate 
rial successively at spaced points along the cord 
material linearly, to cause the cord material to 
be secured to the head by the live hair strands; 
and causing the successive commercial hair 
strands to be close together along the chord 
material by alternating them with the live hair 
strands successively along the cord material. 

9. The process of joining commercial hair to 
live hair on the human head which includes: 
disposing cord material at one end thereof against 
the head, and connecting the other end to a ?xed 
point of support; adjusting the height and dis 
tance of the said ?xed point to maintain the 
cord material in a chosen line of direction of 
chosen length on the head and to remove excess 
slack from the cord material; weaving a ?rst 
strand of live hair with the cord material at 
said one end to cause the strand and the cord 
material to be securely connected together and 
to cause the cord material to be secured to the 
head by the live hair strand; weaving a ?rst 
strand of commercial hair with the cord mate 
rial at a point thereof close to the ?rst live hair 
strand to cause the commercial strand and the 
cord material to be securely connected together; 
similarly weaving a succession of live hair strands 
and commercial hair strands with the cord ma 
terial in alternating relation, along said line of 
direction, including weaving a terminal strand 
of live hair at the end of the line of direction; 
and cutting off the said other end of the cord 
material beyond and adjacent to the said ter 
minal strand of live hair. 

10. The process described in claim 9 and in 
which the cord material comprises a plurality of 
cords, and the cords at said one end are knotted 
together; and the cords are again knotted to 
gether beyond but closely adjacent to the said 
terminal strand, and are cut off beyond and 
adjacent to the last mentioned knot. 

- 11. The process of permanently attaching com 
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'mercial hair to the human 'headwhich'includes: 
effecting permanent junctures between an in 
termediate ?lamentous ‘base element and the 
commercial“ hair and live hair on the head, by 
weaving the commercial and live hair with the 
?lamentous base element. 

12. The process of joining commercial hair to 
live hair on the human head which includes: 
connecting successive strands of live hair and 
successive strands of commercial hair to a linearly 
elongated attachment base of ?lamentous ma 
terial at closely spaced points therealong. . 

13. The vprocess of joining commercial‘ hair 
‘permanently to live hair on the human head 
[which includes‘: interweaving strands of live hair 
and strands of commercial hair, with ?lamentous 
material to permanently join the strands thereto. 

14. The process of joining commercial hair 
permanently to live hair on the human head 
which includes: interweaving strands of live hair 
with ?lamentous material to permanently secure 
the ?lamentous material as a base on the head; 
and attaching a switch or like accessory of com 
mercial hair to the base, by thread. 

15. The process of joining commercial hair to 
live hair on the human head which includes: 
mounting on the head a base of attachment for 
the commercial hair, by disposing elongated ?la 
mentous material linearly on the head and close 
thereto, and'by weaving strands of the live hair 
with the ?lamentous material successively at 
spaced points along the ?lamentous material 
linearly, to cause the ?lamentous material to be 
secured close to the head by the strands, and 
weaving strands of commercial hair with the 
?lamentous material. 

16. The process of joining commercial hair to 
live hair on the human head which includes: 
mounting on the head a base of attachment for 
the commercial hair, by disposing elongated 
?lamentous material linearly on the head and 
close thereto, and by weaving strands of the live 
hair with the ?lamentous material successively 
at spaced points along the ?lamentous material 
linearly, to cause the ?lamentous material to be 
secured close to the head by the strands; and at 
taching commercial hair to the base of attach 
ment. 

17. The process of joining commercial hair to 
live hair on the human head which includes: 
mounting on the head a base of attachment for 
the commercial hair, by disposing elongated ?la 
mentous material linearly on the head and close 
thereto, and by weaving strands of the live hair 
with the ?lamentous material successively at 
spaced points along the ?lamentous material 
linearly, to cause the ?lamentous material to be 
secured close to the head by the strands; and 
attaching a switch or the like of commercial hair 
to the base of attachment by sewing it thereto. 

18. The process of joining commercial hair to 
live hair on the human head, which includes: 
disposing elongated ?lamentous material linear 
ly on the head and close thereto; weaving strands 
of commercial hair with the ?lamentous material 
successively at spaced points along the material 
linearly, to cause the commercial hair strands 
and ?lamentous material to be securely connected 
together; and weaving strands of live hair with 
the ?lamentous material successively at spaced 
points along the ?lamentous material linearly, to 
cause the live hair strands and ?lamentous ma 
terial to be securely connected together and to 
cause the ?lamentous material to be secured to 
the head by the live hair strands. 

19. The process of joining commercial hair to 
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live hair on the human head, which includes: 
disposing elongated ?lamentous material linear 
ly on the head and close thereto; weaving strands 
of commercial hair with the ?lamentous material 
successively at spaced points along thermaterial 
linearly, to cause the commercial hair strands 
and ?lamentous material to be securely connect 
ed together; and weaving strands of live hair 
with the ?lamentous material successively at 
spaced points along the ?lamentous material 
linearly, to cause the ?lamentous material to be 
secured to the head by the live hair strands; and 
causing the successive commercial hair strands 
to be close together along the ?lamentous ma 
terial by alternating them with the live hair 
strands successively along the ?lamentous ma 
terial. 

CHRISTINA M. JENKINS. 
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